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Automatically Generate Expense Reports with Shoeboxed.com
DURHAM, N.C. — Shoeboxed, the leading (and free) service for organizing receipts online, now allows users to
generate expense reports from their receipts with just a click. Convenient for business travelers and small
businesses, this feature creates reports that include an overview table of users’ spending and full-size images of
users’ receipts. Shoeboxed also allows users to export their receipt data to Excel, Quicken, and TurboTax.

“There are so many companies that require their employees to turn in detailed expense reports to get reimbursed,
and it just takes so long for most people to get all their receipts organized and their expense reports filled out,” said
Taylor Mingos, founder and CEO of Shoeboxed. “With our new PDF expense reports, you’ll never have to waste time
filling out an expense report again, which I think is very good news.”

Before generating an expense report, users must have receipts in their Shoeboxed accounts, which can include
e-mail receipts and scanned paper receipts. In addition to numerous free solutions for organizing receipts online,
like a Shoeboxed email address that aggregates all online purchases, compatibility with virtually all scanners,
and bulk receipt uploading, Shoeboxed has developed a premium service designed to reduce the hassle of
paper receipt clutter.

For a monthly subscription fee, users of Shoeboxed Receipt Mail-In send in their receipts in a prepaid envelope,
which are scanned in and uploaded to their secure Shoeboxed accounts and then sent back to them. Users can
organize hundreds of receipts a month without doing any of the hard work. Shoeboxed and Receipt Mail-In offer
clear advantages over alternative products available in the market: We save our customers time by doing all the
scanning and data uploading for them, and their data is stored safely online and backed up every 24 hours.
Upgrades and new tools are immediately available to them on their free-of-charge online accounts. Receipt MailIn is currently priced at around $19.95 per month, and all users can try a first month at only $9.95.

